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 Select your tile and bathmood. Add your choice of water feature and top the finishing touches on your bathroom ensemble with
the Mirage Bathmood. Mirage Bathmood Discover the potential of Mirage porcelain stoneware to create your bathroom setting.

Configure your bathroom! Select your tile and bathmood. Add your choice of water feature and top the finishing touches on
your bathroom ensemble with the Mirage Bathmood. Easy to install. One Piece Even the busiest bathrooms can have a relaxing

bathroom. Choose from numerous Mirage tile pieces for a diverse collection. An ideal family bathroom. The Mirage Tile
collection offers a truly luxurious bathroom. The soap dish, bathmood, shower curtain, bathmood, and even a toilet will all blend

into a single bathroom look. You can buy Mirage bathroom tile and create your bathroom style. Mirage offers ceramic tile in
numerous patterns and sizes to create a luxurious bathroom look. Mirage Tile bathroom tile is easy to install and maintain. You

can choose your finish and color to match your bathroom decor. Mirage bathroom tile offers an extensive collection of
bathmoods, bathmoods, and a variety of bathroom tile and finishes. Choose your Mirage Tile tile and bathroom set and enjoy

the high quality experience of Mirage bathroom tile. There are hundreds of shapes and sizes to choose from. * Mirages does not
warrant against manufacturer defects in tile. Mirage products shall be free of any manufacturing defects. Mirage recommends in-
house installation of all Mirage products. Mirage bathroom tile installation is easy. Mirage bathroom tile can be installed over a
solid surface, over your current tile, or even over another shower wall. This means you can install it on top of a shower wall to
create a skylight look, or even create a waterfall design. Mirage bathroom tile is completely water-resistant, so you can create a

bathroom that is spacious and still needs a lot of water. This is due to the ceramic tile itself and the ease of installation and
maintenance. Mirage bathroom tile has a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of from 4.5 to 9.0. The CTE is the amount of

change that a material will expand or contract per degree Fahrenheit. Mirage bathroom tile is installed over solid surfaces,
concrete, and in walls. Mirage bathroom tile can be installed over tile, over concrete, or over another shower wall. You can use

your Mirage bathroom tile on both wet and dry locations. Mirage bathroom tile can be used anywhere 82157476af
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